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About this report
Every year, around 2,000 women who
have come to the UK to seek asylum are
locked up in immigration detention.

Immigration and asylum systems that are based on support
and engagement are much more humane than those that rely
on enforcement and detention. Research also shows they are
cheaper, and more effective.

Many of these women are survivors of rape or other genderbased violence. Detention is traumatic for them, and levels
of mental distress and self-harm among them are high.
Their detention is also often pointless, as the majority of
these women are not removed from the UK, but released
back into the community to continue with their cases.

The report draws on specific, practical examples of the use
of support and engagement in the asylum process, to show
what a different type of asylum system might look like. It is
also rooted in the views and opinions of women who have
been or are going through the UK asylum system. The voices
of asylum-seeking and refugee women have always been at
the heart of Women for Refugee Women’s work, and we
believe it is crucial that their experiences of the asylum system,
and opinions on how it should be reformed, are heard.

This can’t, and doesn’t have to, continue. This report sets
out a vision of a different type of asylum system: one that
focuses on providing support to and engaging constructively
with people seeking asylum, and which works to resolve
their cases in the community, without the use of detention.
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We urge the government and the Home Office to listen to these
voices, in order to build a system that is dignified and humane,
and gives each individual the chance of a fair hearing.
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Moving away from detention:
The case for change
Over the past three years, Women for Refugee Women has carried
out research on the experiences of asylum-seeking women in
immigration detention. Our previous research reports, Detained (2014)
and I Am Human (2015), found that the majority of women we spoke
to had experienced sexual or other gender-based violence in their
countries of origin, which led them to seek protection in the UK.1
And yet, when they came to this country, they found themselves locked
up in a prison, with no idea of when they were likely to be released.
Our research has highlighted the poor conditions in Yarl’s Wood
detention centre, where the majority of asylum-seeking women are
held. We have revealed how women are denied privacy and dignity
in detention as they are routinely watched in intimate situations –
while they are in bed, on the toilet, in the shower, or getting dressed
– by male guards.2 This happens when guards burst into their rooms
without knocking, or when women who are on ‘constant supervision’
or suicide watch are watched by male guards. Our findings in this
area have been corroborated by HM Inspectorate of Prisons, which
in 2015 called Yarl’s Wood “a place of national concern”.3

The government says that detention centres such as Yarl’s Wood are
essential in order to remove people from the UK. However, in 2015,
84% of the asylum-seeking women detained were subsequently
released back into the community to continue with their cases,4
so their detention served no purpose at all. Detention is not only
harmful, then; it is pointless.
It is also well established that detention is very expensive. It costs just
over £35,000 a year to hold one person in detention,5 and in 2015-16
the cost of running detention centres in the UK totalled £125 million.6
There is a growing consensus that the current reliance on immigration
detention isn’t working, and that it is time for change.

Our research has also testified to the harm, in itself, of detaining these
women. Many of the women we have spoken to have told us how
being locked up in detention triggered memories of their previous
experiences in their countries of origin, and re-traumatised them. One
in five of the women we spoke to for Detained said they had tried to
kill themselves in detention, and 40% of the women we interviewed
for I Am Human said they had self-harmed. The harm of being locked
up is exacerbated by the lack of time limit on immigration detention
in the UK; women simply do not know when they will be released.
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Recent steps towards reform
Women for Refugee Women launched our campaign against the
detention of women seeking asylum in January 2014. Our key
recommendation since the beginning of this campaign has been
to end the detention of women who seek asylum. Our interim
recommendations include: an end to the detention of survivors of
sexual and other gender-based violence; an end to the detention
of pregnant women; an end to indefinite detention; and immediate
improvements to conditions in detention for women. In response to
our work and that of other organisations, some steps towards reform
have been taken.
In July 2014, a cross-party group of MPs and peers launched
the first ever Parliamentary inquiry into the use of immigration
detention in the UK. The report of the inquiry, published in March
2015, recognised that “the nature of detention is often particularly
distressing for women” and recommended that survivors of rape
and sexual violence, and pregnant women, should not be detained.
It also recommended that a 28-day time limit on detention should
be introduced, and set out the need for a “wholesale change” in
the Home Office’s approach, away from the use of enforcement and
detention and towards “community models of engagement” (this is
discussed in more detail below).7
Early 2015 also saw Theresa May, then Home Secretary, commission
a review of the welfare of vulnerable people in detention, which was
conducted by former Prisons Ombudsperson Stephen Shaw. The Shaw
review was published in January 2016 and, among its wide-ranging
recommendations, it reflected our concerns in stating that pregnant
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women should never be detained; that survivors of sexual and other
gender-based violence should not be detained; and that, overall, the
use of immigration detention “ought to be reduced”.8
Following the publication of the Shaw review, the government
responded by introducing a new ‘adults at risk’ policy, which came into
force in September 2016. With its introduction, the government set out
its expectation that the number of vulnerable people detained would
fall,9 and the number of people detained overall would be reduced.10
In line with one of Women for Refugee Women’s key recommendations,
the policy specifically refers to survivors of sexual and other genderbased violence as ‘at risk’, and so unsuitable for detention.11 This is
the first time that government policy has explicitly stated that survivors
of sexual and gender-based violence should not be detained.
As part of the adults at risk approach, the government has also
introduced a new policy on the detention of pregnant women. As
already noted, the Shaw review recommended that pregnant women
should never be detained; during the passage of the Immigration Bill
2015-16, however, the government resisted attempts to introduce this
absolute exclusion, even though the House of Lords voted resoundingly
in its favour. Nevertheless, the government has promised to “end the
routine detention of pregnant women”12 and, to effect this, a time limit
on their detention was introduced in July 2016. Pregnant women can
now be detained for a maximum of 72 hours.13
As highlighted above, a time limit on all detention was one of the key
recommendations of the Parliamentary inquiry into detention; this
reform has long been called for by many organisations,14 including
Women for Refugee Women. More recently, monitoring bodies

such as HM Inspectorate of Prisons and the National Preventive
Mechanism have also set out their support for this.15 During the
Immigration Bill 2015-16, the government rejected attempts to
introduce this, and the UK remains the only country in Europe
that doesn’t have such a limit. However, it did introduce a level of
automatic judicial oversight of detention, so that an automatic bail
hearing will be required if someone has been in detention for four
months and has not already made an application for immigration
bail.16 At the time of writing this report, this provision of the
Immigration Act 2016 has not yet been implemented.
Over the last three years, Women for Refugee Women has uncovered
the treatment of women in detention, and their loss of privacy and
dignity. For instance, our previous reports Detained and I Am Human
laid out that, despite denials from the Home Office, male guards
were watching women on suicide watch or ‘constant supervision’.
Taking up our recommendation that there should be gender-specific
standards for women in detention, in June 2016 the Home Office
published a new detention service order on the treatment of
women. This guidance sets out that women who are placed on
constant supervision should never be watched by male guards.17
We hope that through the effective implementation of these
policies the government will reduce the number of asylum-seeking
women in detention, and will achieve its aim of reducing the use of
detention overall. However, alongside these steps, we also believe
there should be a bigger, more ambitious vision. The UK should
now start moving away from a system in which detention retains a
central place, towards a different type of asylum system altogether.
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An asylum system without detention
This report sets out a vision of what a different type of asylum system,
that doesn’t rely on enforcement and detention, might look like.
There is a wealth of evidence, and examples from other countries,
which show that things can be done differently. This evidence shows
that providing ongoing, structured support to people as they go
through the asylum process, and focusing on engagement with
people seeking asylum as a way of resolving cases, can drastically
reduce the use of detention, and ensure that it is only ever used as
a last resort. Moreover, an emphasis on support and engagement
throughout the asylum process can mean a better system overall.
The international evidence on engagement-based immigration and
asylum systems has been brought together comprehensively in a
number of recent reports: by the cross-party Parliamentary inquiry
into the use of detention in the UK, by the International Detention
Coalition in There are alternatives (2015),18 and by Detention Action
in Without detention (2016).19 We don’t repeat this evidence here,
but instead focus on specific examples such as the asylum process
in Sweden, as well as pilot programmes run previously in the UK,
to explain what an asylum system that is based on support and
engagement can look like in practice.
The vision for reform we set out in this report is rooted, too, in
the views and opinions of women who have experienced the UK
asylum system. Across summer and autumn 2016, we ran a series of
workshops with women seeking asylum, as well as those who now
have refugee status, to find out their views on how the UK asylum
system should be reformed. In the first set of workshops we ran, we
asked women to tell us about what is positive in the current system,
and what needs to change. Strikingly, the need for proactive support
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as people move through the process, which is a core feature of
engagement-based systems, was consistently pointed to in the
conversations we had with women.
We subsequently ran a second set of workshops, where we explained
how asylum systems based on support and engagement work, and
asked women what they thought of this sort of approach. In line with
the findings from the previous set of workshops, the women we spoke
to were unanimously positive about the idea of structured support
in the asylum process, and suggested that this would help to address
many of the issues and problems asylum seekers face at present. We
also explained what happens in this type of system when, even after
all possible appeals have been made, asylum claims are finally refused.
This can be a very difficult issue for those going through the asylum
system to talk about and, understandably, some women didn’t want to
discuss it. Some did, however, and during these discussions some of the
women we spoke to identified elements that they felt were preferable
to the current UK approach to people who have been refused.
The voices of asylum-seeking and refugee women have always been
at the heart of Women for Refugee Women’s work, and we believe
that it is crucial that their experiences of the UK asylum system,
and opinions on how it should be reformed, are heard. In recent
years, there has been a growing emphasis on the experiences of
‘service users’ in areas such as mental health support, drug and
alcohol treatment and the criminal justice system, and government
departments and agencies have increasingly sought to ensure that
the views and opinions of ‘experts by experience’ are reflected in the
design and delivery of these services.20 We urge the government and
the Home Office to take the same approach to the asylum process and
listen to the voices of those who have been and are going through it,
in order to build a system that is dignified and humane, and gives
each individual the chance of a fair hearing.

Structure of the report
In the first section of this report, we present findings from the first
set of research workshops we ran, where we asked women with
experience of the UK asylum process to tell us what is positive about
the current system, and what needs to change. A number of issues,
many of which have been documented in previous research reports,
came up repeatedly, and we present these here. As has already been
highlighted, the need for ongoing support as people move through
the asylum process, a key feature of engagement-based asylum
systems, was also consistently pointed to by the women we spoke to.

In the second section, we explain what asylum systems that are
based on support and engagement can look like. Drawing on
examples such as the asylum system in Sweden, as well as the
‘key worker’ pilots run previously in the UK, we set out how these
types of system work and what their benefits are, including how
they can reduce the use of detention.
We then present findings from the second set of workshops we ran,
where we discussed this type of approach with asylum-seeking and
refugee women. The women we spoke to were overwhelmingly
positive about the idea of structured support in the asylum
process. Alongside this, some women identified elements in the
engagement-based approach to people who have been refused
asylum that they felt were preferable to the current UK system.
In the final section of the report, we set out seven recommendations
for change to the government and the Home Office, across two
key areas. Our first three recommendations are key steps the
government and the Home Office can take to move away from
detention as a routine part of asylum policy, and create an
asylum system based on support and engagement, which
resolves cases without the use of detention.

One of the collages
produced during the first set
of research workshops we
ran. Other collages made by
the women who participated
in these workshops can be
found throughout the report.

We also set out four further recommendations, which are additional
steps the government and the Home Office should take within
their current programme of detention reform, to help ensure
these reforms are implemented effectively and transparently.
We recognise that the overall vision of reform we present in this
report is ambitious - but we also believe it is achievable.
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‘You are covered
in darkness’
How women see the
UK asylum system
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How we listened to women
The first stage of this project focused on talking to women about
their experiences of the asylum system in the UK, and finding out
what they think is positive, and what needs to change. Through this,
we wanted to understand what a better asylum system looks like to
these women, including whether the ongoing, structured support
that is a core feature of engagement-based systems is something that
feels important to them.
To do this, we ran four workshops, involving 33 women with
experience of the asylum system. We ran the workshops in London,
Birmingham and Manchester.21 The women who participated were at
very different stages of the asylum process: ten – so, about a third –
had refugee status; twenty-three, or two-thirds, were still involved with
the asylum system in one way or another. Some of these women had
made their asylum claim very recently, while others had been waiting
for a decision for some time; some were appealing the decision that
had been made on their claim; and others had been through the
whole asylum process, including all possible stages of appeal, and
were preparing or had submitted a fresh claim.

As women made their collages, we spoke to them individually about
these and asked them to tell us about the pictures they had chosen.
Although we developed some prompt questions and sometimes
used these, overall the conversations we had were led by the women
who participated.

In these workshops, we asked women to make collages about their
experiences of going through the asylum system, focusing on both
the positive and negative aspects of this. To help them understand
what making a collage involved, one of the researchers, who has been
through the UK asylum system herself, showed the women who were
participating a collage she had made about her own experiences and
explained why she had chosen particular pictures. She emphasised,
however, that this was just an example, and that it was up to individual
women what they included in their collage. We provided materials
for the collages, including a diverse selection of magazines and
newspapers for women to use.

We chose this approach for a number of reasons. Collage making can be
a good way of helping people to communicate experiences that have
been upsetting or traumatic, because it relies on images rather than
words – so it can support people to express things that are difficult to
articulate or talk about.22 It can also be useful when working with people
who do not speak English as a first language, because images can
help them to express things that they may not know the specific words
for. Alongside this, in the conversations we had with women about
their collages, we made relatively little use of the prompt questions
we had developed because we wanted to ensure that they were able
to raise the issues and experiences that were important to them.23
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Many of the issues we set out below have been identified by previous
research. It is, nevertheless, important for us to highlight them again.
Reform in these areas is at the heart of what a better asylum system
looks like for the women we spoke to, who have experience of
the process. The fact that their views echo the findings of previous
research demonstrates the need for and the urgency of change.

“the Home Office looks for
loopholes to call you a liar.”

Disbelief, delays and detention:
Key themes for women
Although, as we have highlighted, we asked those participating in
the workshops to make collages that reflected both the positive and
negative aspects of their experience of the UK asylum system, the
majority of women we spoke to characterised their experiences as
overwhelmingly negative, including those who now have refugee
status. This is not to say that women didn’t identify positive aspects,
and we come to these later on; however, across all the workshops
we ran, a number of negative experiences or issues were identified
repeatedly, and are therefore clearly core areas for reform.
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One of the key issues raised by the women we spoke to, including
those who now have refugee status, was being made to feel as if the
Home Office didn’t believe them when they claimed asylum. In this
way, they pointed to what has been identified as the Home Office
‘culture of disbelief’.24 So, for instance, women talked about being
questioned aggressively during their main asylum interview; about
being asked the same question repeatedly, as if the interviewer was
trying to catch them out; and about being asked to produce evidence
that they couldn’t possibly have or ever get hold of.
Women also described Home Office decision-makers as actively looking
for ways to reject their claims. One woman, who was initially refused
asylum but had this decision overturned by the courts on appeal, said
that she felt the Home Office “looks for loopholes to call you a liar”.
A number of women also talked about delays in the asylum process,
and waiting – waiting to be given a date for their main interview, or for
a decision on their claim, without any clear timescales or idea of when
the waiting would come to an end.25 Many women said that, because
of this, they felt their lives were on hold, or slipping away from them.
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One woman, who had been waiting for a decision on her claim for
almost a year, explained: “I can’t plan, I can’t say to anyone what I’ve
been doing in this period apart from saying I’ve been waiting for an
asylum claim. I won’t have this time again.” Another echoed her as
she said: “It’s too much time of your life which is just being wasted,
because we’re growing older.”
Many women spoke about problems with the housing and financial
support they received as they went through the asylum process. Some
said the housing they were placed in was in very poor condition and
was often overcrowded. One woman also highlighted intrusions on
women’s privacy and dignity as she explained that in her accommodation,
which is run by Serco, “there is no privacy at all, there are male housing
officers who go into your room whether you have locked it or not.
I suffer from depression and anxiety, this made me feel worse.”
Others described the difficulty of surviving on the low level of
financial support the Home Office provides – just £36.95 per week,
which is about half of what those on Jobseeker’s Allowance receive.
They explained that, with this small amount of money, they are
expected to cover their basic living needs, as well as ensure they have
enough money to pay for public transport to attend appointments,
and to put credit on their phone so they can call their solicitor or the
Home Office.

“There is no privacy at all,
there are male housing officers
who go into your room whether
you have locked it or not.”
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“I really want to work, but
without papers there is
nothing I can do. I have to
just sit. It’s really hard.”
The prohibition on asylum seekers working while they are waiting
for a decision on their claim was raised repeatedly by the women
we spoke to. Many explained that if they were allowed to work, they
would have the opportunity to support themselves and earn enough
money to live on; they also pointed to the contribution they would be
able to make to UK society.
Women talked too about the impact of not being allowed to work
on their mental health and self-esteem. One woman said: “I really
want to work, but without papers there is nothing I can do. I have
to just sit. It’s really hard. I grew up working. I came here and I’m
just sitting.” Another woman talked about the longer-term effects of
forced unemployment: “A person can be energetic, but if they didn’t
work for a long time, by the time they get their papers they can’t work,
because they have been destroyed by depression.”
Racism in the asylum system was talked about by a number of
women. Some women spoke about racist treatment they had
experienced from individual members of Home Office staff. Others
described the asylum system as a whole as racist and discriminatory.
One woman said: “I came to the UK hoping I am at the right place,
but I am at the wrong place. As a black woman I respect the British
people, and I thought they were always good to people who ask for
help – but when you ask for help, they put you in a horrible situation.”
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“I think the whole system is
designed to push you to the
edge. All we did was flee our
own countries because of
problems, but they don’t treat
us like human beings at all.”

“I’m really scared of detention,
that anything could happen and
then I will be arrested again.”
Another woman said she felt that the Home Office doesn’t believe
asylum seekers and treats them poorly because they come from
particular countries. She went onto say that in the UK, “until you are
British, you are not yet somebody.”
Several women also talked about how going through the asylum
system had made them feel like they were worthless, or less than
human. One said: “I think the whole system is designed to push
you to the edge. All we did was flee our own countries because of
problems, but they don’t treat us like human beings at all.”
Building on our previous research, the harms of detention came up
repeatedly in the workshops we ran, and the importance to women
of an asylum system that doesn’t rely on enforcement and detention
was clear. It was particularly noticeable that, even for those who hadn’t
been detained, the possibility that they might be locked up at some
point caused them real anxiety and distress. One woman who now
has refugee status explained that, compared with what some women
have been through, her experience of the asylum process had been
“not bad at all”. But she also said that the possibility of detention had
been a constant source of worry to her:
“They used to give me documents all the time, or the letters they
used to send me said ‘you are liable to be detained’, so I was
scared. In my country I was detained before, so it really used to
come up in my head, that I’m going to be detained. I used to
fear to go to the Home Office, because I feared to be detained.
Even when I was having my interview, the only thing I was
worried about was detention.”

Women who had been detained also talked about the trauma of
being locked up, and the ongoing impact of this experience on
them even when they had been released. One woman said: “When
the Home Office detains people, they are killing them slowly, slowly.
I don’t think if they were in our shoes they could stand that kind of
thing.” Another woman explained: “I was arrested at home, and they
took me to detention, Yarl’s Wood. I stayed there for two months.
Now, I’m really scared of detention, that anything could happen and
then I will get arrested again. Asylum seekers need freedom.”

“When the
Home Office
detains people,
they are killing
them slowly.”
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The need for support
As we have explained, although we developed some prompt
questions and used these to some extent in the workshops, overall
the conversations we had were led by the women who participated,
because we wanted to ensure that they told us about the issues and
experiences that were important to them. It was striking, then, that
across all the workshops we ran, the conversations we had with women
pointed consistently to the lack of ongoing, structured support in the
current asylum system, and the need for this to be addressed.

Lack of support in the asylum system and the
impact of this
Although we asked women to focus on their experiences of the UK
asylum system in their collages, some talked to us about what had
happened to them in their countries of origin and why they had to
leave. In line with our previous research reports, where the majority of
asylum-seeking women we spoke to had experienced gender-related
persecution,26 their experiences included rape, forced marriage,
domestic violence and being trafficked for prostitution.

“You feel stranded, and you feel
stuck. You are covered in darkness,
there is no one to direct you.
When you are in the system you
feel like everything is scary.”
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Some women also explained how, alongside this trauma, and
although they had to leave their countries to ensure their safety, they
went through the emotional wrench of leaving behind everything
they knew, and people they loved. One woman told us that when she
had to flee her country, “my heart was broken”. Pointing to one of the
pictures she had chosen, another woman explained: “This picture
is about my family. I miss my family back home, that’s why I put this
picture here. I wish I have my family, like this family.” Some women
also talked about when they first arrived in the UK, and explained that
because they didn’t know anyone, they felt alone and depressed.
In this vulnerable state, women are then expected to navigate the
complexities of the asylum system on their own. Many women said
that they didn’t understand the system, and often didn’t know what
was going on with their case. One woman told us: “No one is there
to explain anything. You are all by yourself.” Another pointed out
that “we come from a different country, so obviously we don’t know
anything about the laws here. Everything is different, so it’s difficult.”
One woman, who has now been given refugee status, described her
experience of going through the asylum system in the following way:
“Here, I don’t know anything. It’s like you don’t know your
way, and you don’t know the system. You don’t know where
the signpost is. You feel stranded, and you feel stuck. You are
covered in darkness, there is no one to direct you. When you are
in the system you feel like everything is scary.”
Several women described trying to get more information about the
progress of their case from the Home Office, but had found this
difficult. One woman said: “Whenever I call, it’s just like a 30 second
call, ‘we haven’t made a decision’, and they put the phone down.
No chance of getting an explanation or me asking a question.”

“Whenever I call, it’s just like
a 30 second call…and they put
the phone down. No chance of
getting an explanation or me
asking a question.”
Additionally, although some women were very positive about their
legal representation, others said they had found it difficult to get
information or updates from their solicitor. One woman explained:
“I have a solicitor but they’re not really doing anything at the moment.
I called her, I went there; they say they will give her my number, she
will call me, but she hasn’t.”
Some women also talked about the uncertainty and anxiety they felt
as they went through the asylum system, not knowing what was going
to happen next or what to expect. While a few women we spoke to
had been given useful information about the process by people they
had met, which had alleviated their anxiety, in other instances the
information women had been given by others had made them feel
more concerned. A couple of women, for instance, were told that as
soon as they claimed asylum, they would be detained.
A number of women talked about feeling particularly anxious about
the main asylum interview. One woman said that when she went to
her interview with the Home Office, “my body was shaking”. Another
woman explicitly identified the need for support and reassurance as
she said: “There was no one there to explain things, so I was in all that
confusion on my own. If there was someone to prepare me, to explain,
at least I would go in there feeling calm.”

Women also talked about the uncertainty and anxiety they felt as they
waited for a decision on their claim, even in instances where they
waited for comparatively short periods of time. One woman, who
received a positive decision within two months, explained that while
she was waiting for the decision, “I used to cry every day, not eat; I
used to feel like maybe I will kill myself, get out of this world. I don’t
drink, but I started drinking alcohol, and I never used to sleep in the
night because I was thinking, what is going to happen?” She went on
to say: “I wouldn’t say the UK has a bad asylum system, but they don’t
support people, emotionally.”
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“When the refusal came, my
solicitor just said she is no
longer helping me, leaving me in
absolute shock. How am I going
to do it on my own? How am I
going to represent myself?”
Many women talked about practical difficulties they had faced as
they went through the system, and said that when these problems
arose, they didn’t know what to do or who to turn to. For instance,
one woman said that when she was called to her main asylum
interview, she had to get the train from Bolton to Liverpool. As she
explained, however, “it was expensive and I didn’t have money at
that time – but if I missed my interview it would be a very big thing. I
needed someone to help me with that.”
Several women also described how, after their initial application was
refused, their solicitor had told them they could no longer represent
them for their appeal hearing. They said that in this situation, they
didn’t know what to do. One woman explained: “My lawyer told me
when there were only three days before the hearing that she could no
longer represent me. I didn’t know the language, I wasn’t educated,
so I didn’t know what was happening.” Another said: “When the
refusal came, my solicitor just said she is no longer helping me,
leaving me in absolute shock. How am I going to do it on my own?
How am I going to represent myself? All the time I was thinking, as
long as she’ll be there for me.”
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As we talked to the women in the workshops, the effect of having to
go through the asylum system with very little practical or emotional
support was made very clear. One woman, who had recently
discovered that she had won her appeal against the Home Office’s
refusal of her claim, said that although she felt relieved, “I still have
wounds inside. I’ve been going through this for years.” Several women
talked about the impact of going through the system in terms of
premature ageing. Pointing to a picture of a young, smartly presented
woman she had chosen for her collage, one woman explained:
“This one represents me, nicely dressed, young looking, when
I first came to this country, hoping to be helped. But now, with
all this depression and what I’ve been through, I look like an old
woman. That’s how I feel.”

The importance of support
As explained earlier, although most of the women we spoke to
characterised their experiences of the asylum system as negative,
some women did point to more positive aspects of their experience.
One woman, for instance, said that her Home Office interviewer had
been kind to her during her interview, and another said that she felt
her interviewer had listened to her. A few women also said that they
had good interpreters for their asylum interview.
On the whole, however, where women identified more positive
aspects of their experience of the asylum process, this was almost
always related to instances of support they had received – support
which was not provided by the Home Office. Rather, this support
came from friends or people they had met in the UK; from their
solicitor; or from charities and peer support groups.
So, several women talked about the practical and emotional support
they received from individual people they knew or had met in the
UK. One woman explained that a woman she met when she first
arrived in the UK had helped her to understand how to make a claim
for asylum, and another talked about how a friend who spoke English
had helped her find a new solicitor when she moved to a new city.
Another woman, who now has refugee status, said that when she
first arrived in the UK she didn’t know anyone, and was homeless, so
she used to sleep in a derelict building. However, eventually she met
someone from the same country she came from, who helped her to
find accommodation in a hostel. She also talked about the emotional
support she received from friends when she went to her asylum
interview: “On the interview day, the interviewer was really scary. His
questions were really scary, and he frightened me. But I went with my
friends to Liverpool [where the interview was taking place], and they
supported me.”
Photo: Aliya Mirza
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“I waited for two years for a
decision from the Home Office,
and it was such a shock when
the refusal letter came through.
After that, I started receiving
support from charities; they
have been amazing.”
Some women spoke about the support they received from their
solicitor, and explained how important it had been to have someone
who explained the asylum process, and what was happening in their
case, to them. One woman described how, whenever there was a new
development in her case, her solicitor would take the time to explain
what it meant and to set out what the next step was, which she found
reassuring and helpful. Another woman said that a charity she was
receiving support from had recently invited a local solicitor to give a
talk about the asylum process, which she and others attending had
found very useful: “You could see how people don’t know a thing
about their cases, but he sat down and explained things to everyone,
answering their questions.”
Several women also described the support they had received from
charities as they went through the asylum process, and in particular
the practical help they were given when they found themselves in
crisis situations. So, for instance, some women talked about support
they received from charities when they first arrived in the UK, or when
they had just put in their asylum claim and were waiting for support
from the Home Office to come through; this included the provision of
food, money and clothes.
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Some women also talked about support they received from charities
when their asylum claims were refused and their accommodation and
financial support were terminated by the Home Office; this included
temporary shelter, food, and travel expenses. One woman explained:
“I am originally from Eritrea, I am a Pentecostal Christian and
I was persecuted for my religious beliefs. I waited for two
years for a decision from the Home Office, and it was such a
shock when the refusal letter came through. After that, I started
receiving support from charities; they have been amazing. The
support I get to cover my travel expenses and to get something
to eat is a very big thing for me.”

“If it wasn’t for organisations
like [charities and support
groups], you wouldn’t be
talking to me right now.”
Alongside this, a number of women talked about the emotional
support they receive from charities, including from peer support
groups run by Women for Refugee Women in London, Hope Projects
in Birmingham and Women Asylum Seekers Together in Manchester.
Talking about the peer support group she attends, one woman
explained: “We have a chat, we smile together. It helps in various ways,
because you’ll be thinking about something else, not your situation.”
Another woman described the group she attends as “the most
positive thing during this process, coming together to meet people
who are going through what we are going through, who understand
how you are feeling.” One woman described the importance of
the emotional support she receives in stark terms: “If it wasn’t for
organisations like them, you wouldn’t be talking to me right now.”

The need for solutions
During the first set of workshops we ran, it was noticeable how
many women described the asylum system as adversarial, angry, or
punitive. Explaining one of the pictures she had chosen, one woman
explained: “This is like a wall I cannot reach, that is me stuck in the
middle. I used to be a healthy, happy person, but it seems like here
I have lost everything. I don’t have any hope. I feel like the Home
Office is angry, like they don’t want to help us.” Another said that in
the asylum system, “you literally have to pull up your sleeves and fight,
you just don’t get a break, it’s just one thing after another. You feel
like, why do I even bother? I’m just better off dead really.”
The women we spoke to highlighted serious problems with the very
fabric of the UK asylum system, including a culture of disbelief in the
Home Office, lengthy delays and waiting, poor housing and financial
support, and the prohibition on asylum seekers working. It is clear that
these problems need to be addressed to ensure an asylum system
that is not dehumanising and discriminatory – as so many of the
women described it – but fair and humane.

“This is like a wall I cannot reach,
that is me stuck in the middle…
I don’t have any hope. I feel like
the Home Office is angry, like
they don’t want to help us.”

Alongside this, the conversations we had with women consistently
pointed to the lack of support as people go through the asylum system,
and the negative impact of this. When women did speak positively
about going through the asylum process, this was almost always related
to instances of practical and emotional support they had received.
In the next section of the report, we explain how systems that provide
ongoing, structured support to people as they go through the asylum
process ensure a better asylum system overall, and help to ensure that
enforcement and detention are used only as a last resort. We also
present the findings of our discussions with asylum-seeking and refugee
women on asylum systems that are based on support and engagement.
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Figuring out the
system in the dark:

I was born in Eritrea. My mother died when I
was young. There were religious divisions in
my family, and my father was persecuted. In the
end he fled and I ended up having to flee too.
At the age of 13, I went to Sudan in search of my father.
An elderly Ethiopian woman took me in. I worked for her
for 12 years without pay but last year she told me I had
to leave. She knew some traffickers who said they would
take me to Italy, through Libya, and she made the first
payment for me.

Helen’s story

We crossed the Sahara desert in a lorry, travelling day and
night for 15 days. It was so sandy and hot. Sometimes the
men were forced to get off and lie on their backs in the
desert. A bright light was shone into their eyes so they
couldn’t see, and then we women were taken to the back
and raped. All of us. They didn’t use any protection, nothing.

We had brought food and water and we thought we had
what we needed. Then the lorry we were in broke down.
There was no shade. We were burnt by the sun, and the
constant heat made us more and more thirsty. One man
lost his brother, and a woman I had known in Sudan also
died. Those friends of ours were buried in a shallow grave.
The men dug and we women wept. It wasn’t really a burial.
The sand will not cover them long. You can’t forget.

When another lorry came for us in the desert, we thought
we were being saved, but these men were traffickers and
they locked us up, to torture us further for money. Some
people were shot dead in front of our eyes to threaten
us, to say that if we don’t bring money this would be us
tomorrow. They gave food so we wouldn’t die, but not
enough; we were always in the balance between life and
death. The men who held us would burst into the room at
any time, and pick out a woman. They would do whatever
they wanted with you, and then return you to the room.
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I thought I would never make it out of that prison,
because I had no family I could call on to send
money for me. I said to the guards, please shoot me:
do not let me suffer another day like this. But my
fellow prisoners saved me. When they were asking
their families to save them from the prison, they
also asked for money to get me out of there. One of
the prison guards, who felt sorry for me, then made
sure that I was on one of the boats.

We were lucky. The boat behind us,
which had over 400 people in, sank.

That journey took us perhaps 12 hours. There were
750 people on our boat. The Italian sea guards met
us halfway, and took us to Italy. We were lucky. The
boat behind us, which had over 400 people in, sank.
I knew some of the people on there. A couple of the
people said that they were travelling on to France to try
to get to the UK, and asked me if I wanted to join them.
I didn’t know which country was best, but I listened
to other people who said that the UK was good.
I went to Isbergues, a camp near to Calais, and
lived there for two months. By now, I realised I was
pregnant, and I was desperate to reach a safe place
for me and my baby. In Isbergues life was hard. There
were no toilets, no showers. There were a lot of us
and space was tight, five of us on one mattress. But
there was only one thing on my mind – that if I got to
the UK I would reach a safe place where I and my baby
could have a good chance at life. I was determined
to get here. I tried every night without fail.
So I came to this country hiding in a lorry. Thirty
people broke into the same one. At the border the
lorry was searched and the other 29 people were

found and had to get off. I was under the flooring so
they couldn’t find me.

There was only one thing on my
mind – that if I got to the UK
I would reach a safe place

When the lorry stopped I knew there was something
wrong. I was in pain, and when I got off, I saw I was
covered in blood. The lorry driver shouted at me
when he saw me, and said he couldn’t do anything
to help. I begged him to show me to the nearest
police station. At the police station I told them I had
come from Calais, and that I was pregnant. They
took me to the hospital, but I had lost my baby.
Then the Home Office did a short interview with me
and I was brought to Leeds, where I am living now.

At first, I lived in a hostel. I was given meals, but I
didn’t have any money. I couldn’t even go out and
buy sanitary towels. In the Calais jungle people used
to give out clothes and shoes and shampoo, but here
I had nothing. I couldn’t find any charities to help
me. I rang my friends in Calais and they sent me
a parcel with clothes and toiletries because I had
nothing in the UK.
Now, I live in a house with other women. I am not
complaining because I have been in situations that
were much worse, but life is hard, and there is a lot
of stress here. I do not have the right to work and I
get £35 a week.

One of the most difficult things has been not being
able to speak the language. I receive many letters,
but there is no one to translate them for me, or to
help me understand what they are saying. When I
got the letter telling me to come to the Home Office

interview I didn’t understand it. They told me to
pick up my travel tickets, but I needed a bank card
to do that and I don’t have one.

It’s a miracle I got to the interview. The person
interviewing me was not sympathetic, but I told my
story as carefully as I could. I didn’t know what
evidence they needed. I feel I am trying to figure
out the system in the dark, I don’t know how they
make decisions and who determines what will
happen to me. Before I came to the UK I had no
idea that refugees could be detained here. It is very
frightening to think that could happen to me.

I feel I am trying to figure out the
system in the dark. I do not know
what will happen to me next. The
waiting is so difficult.

What happens to a man on this journey? The most
is that he is whipped and tortured. I would have
rather had the same fate. But no women pass
through the Sahara to Libya without being raped.
I would have rather that they whipped me than
made me be a plaything for them. What they forced
me to do … I know it will be an everlasting fire
inside me, burning for the rest of my life. It is like
the fire of hell burning inside you.
I am safe now, but I do not know what will happen
to me next. The waiting is so difficult. Living is hard,
but I have no choice. The only thing that’s keeping
me going is the fact that I’ve seen worse in Calais,
and in Libya. And one day I hope I will be safe here
and I can be educated. I want to be a nurse.

Names have been changed.
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‘It’s as if you never
really get out of
Yarl’s Wood’:

Grace’s story

I was released from Yarl’s Wood over a year ago.
But I still think about it every day. It has such a
big effect on your life; it’s as if you never really
get out. When I hear footsteps in the corridors
in my hostel, it is as if I am back there again.
My troubles started 11 years ago when I was at university in
Kampala. I have known I am lesbian since I was a teenager,
but it is not allowed in Uganda, so I had always struggled with
my sexuality. But at university I met my partner Rachel. I was
so happy with her. It was the first time I felt comfortable in a
relationship. With her I could be myself, we were very close.
We knew other LGB people at the university and one gay man
we knew wanted to stand for president of the student union.
He was being bullied very badly by other students, and one day a
group of us decided we wanted to stand up for him. We decided
to take a banner together to a big gathering of students.
We went there just to say, yes, we are here, we are gay. We
wanted to be peaceful, but immediately trouble broke out.
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The students set on us, they were beating us,
stamping on us. The police came and dragged us
away. I was pulled into a police van, I was bleeding,
I had lost a shoe, I still have the scar on my leg
where they stamped on me, my face was swollen,
my lip was split. I was taken to the police station,
but Rachel was not with me.
The police saw us as the criminals. They took me
to Luzira prison and I was there for some months.
I was so ill in prison. There is no proper toilet, you
are never given the chance to shower, you sleep on
the floor. And the worst of it was that the guards
abused me. They would take me to a room to
punish me. Other times they questioned me, how
do you have sex with a woman, why do you go
against African culture like this?

I claimed asylum here because
I knew I could not go back,
that my life would always
be in danger in Uganda.

Finally a friend bailed me out of prison, she paid
for my release. I owe her so much. But I still did
not know where my girlfriend was. I never found
her. I was heartbroken. I moved to another part of
Uganda for a while, and tried to work and build up
a normal life. Then a woman I was working with
told me she knew who I was – she didn’t want
to expose me, she was lesbian in secret too, but I
realised I could not keep my secret. I began to get
death threats from others. I felt in despair, what
had I done wrong? This woman helped me to get
to England, on a student visa, with a place at a
university here.

I claimed asylum here because I knew I could not
go back, that my life would always be in danger in
Uganda. But I didn’t know anything about how to
claim asylum, and I had a very bad lawyer. He asked
for money but he never told me what evidence I
needed. He never told me that I had to show proof of
the imprisonment. He never explained that I needed
a medical report on the torture I had suffered in
prison and to show that I was a rape victim. I didn’t
know any of that so I was refused asylum.

In Yarl’s Wood you do not have your
freedom, you are powerless, you do
not know what will happen next.

Even though I was refused I couldn’t go back. By
then I had heard that my partner Rachel was dead.
I had nothing to go back to but more suffering. So I
stayed illegally and one day I was found by the Home
Office and I was taken to Yarl’s Wood detention
centre. The first night I passed in the police station
I went mad. It triggered flashbacks of Luzira prison
and I was shouting and crying, saying there were men
in the room, that they would rape me. The police
brought a psychiatrist and he recognised I was a
victim of rape and torture, but even so I was locked
up in Yarl’s Wood detention centre for five months.
I cannot tell you how hard I found that. It was not
because of the conditions, it is not so bad in Yarl’s
Wood, it is not like a prison. You have a bed, you
have a shower room, you can use your mobile phone.
But you do not have your freedom, you are powerless,
you do not know what will happen next. So my
terror kept coming back and I became suicidal.
When I was on suicide watch they would put male
officers to watch me, they would watch all night,

right by my bed. This made me even worse. When
I went to the doctor at Bedford Hospital they
handcuffed me and the officers would stay in the
room even during the consultation, so I could not
speak freely to the doctor.

It would be very good if the asylum
system was clearer and there was
more support from the start, then
a lot of suffering could be avoided.

But in Yarl’s Wood I met Medical Justice and other
organisations who explained what I needed to
make a proper asylum application. I realised I
needed real evidence, so I contacted lawyers in
Uganda who found my police records, and I got a
medical report here on the torture I had suffered.
Now I have refugee status. It would be very good
if the system was clearer and there was more
support from the start, as then a lot of suffering
could be avoided.

Detention really destroys people
mentally. You lose your dignity,
you lose your self-esteem.

Detention really destroys people mentally. Even if you
do not have mental health problems when you go in
you will have them when you go out. You lose your
dignity, you lose your self-esteem. Since I was in
detention I have lost all my confidence. I keep asking
myself, what was it all for, all this suffering? All I
wanted was a life in peace, to love and live like others.

Names have been changed.
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2.

Support and engagement
in the asylum system
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What does an asylum system based on
support and engagement look like?
There is, as we highlighted earlier, a wealth of research and evidence
on the use of support and engagement in immigration and asylum
systems. Where support and engagement has been used most
successfully, it generally takes a ‘case management’ approach.
Case management involves the provision of structured, holistic
support to people as they move through immigration and asylum
systems. The case manager is a type of support worker, who assesses
the needs of migrants and asylum seekers and provides one-to-one
support to them.27
Case managers help those they are working with to understand the
process they are going through, and to actively engage with it.28 They
can also act as an important link between them and the immigration
authorities, as well as their legal representative.29 They can help those
they are working with to access other support they may need, such
as counselling, or medical care.30 Alongside this, they work with them
to prepare for all possible outcomes on their case.31 Key to this type
of approach is building a relationship of trust between the case
manager and the person going through the process.32
Case management is used in many different countries,33 including
Sweden, where people going through the asylum system have access
to a case worker who is responsible for explaining the process and
how this works to them, and ensuring they are able to engage with
their case. They also help them to access additional support they
may need, and to prepare for all possible outcomes, including the
possibility that their case may be refused.34

Case management in the asylum system has also been trialled on a
small scale in the UK. Between 2010 and 2012, the key worker pilots
for single people and families going through the asylum process were
run by Refugee Action, and were funded in part by the UK Border
Agency (UKBA).35 Single people and families taking part in the pilot
were assigned a key worker who provided practical and emotional
support to them as they went through the asylum process.
They supported them to understand the process and what was
happening in their case, and to participate actively in it; they acted as a
link between asylum seekers and other agencies, including immigration;
they supported them with issues or problems they faced as they went
through the process, including to do with health, accommodation
and financial support; and, from the very outset, they prepared them
for all possible outcomes on their case, including refusal.36

Benefits of this type of approach
Providing structured support to people as they go through the
asylum process can mean a much better asylum system, for a
number of reasons.
Case management is a person-centred approach. It recognises that
people going through the asylum system have often been through
very traumatic experiences and have complex needs, and responds
to this by supporting them to navigate the asylum system – so, by
helping them to understand the process and resolve particular
difficulties and problems that may arise, and also to deal with the
anxiety and uncertainty of making an asylum claim and waiting for
a decision on this. By providing this ongoing, structured support,
and by linking asylum seekers in with other specialist services, case
management works to promote their health and wellbeing,37 and to
prevent crisis situations from developing.38
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Case management can also help to ensure good quality and timely
decision-making on asylum claims. Acting as a link between the
person going through the process and the immigration authorities,
the case manager can ensure that decision-makers have all the
relevant information about a case, so that they can make a
well-informed decision.39 Moreover, by supporting people seeking
asylum to understand the process they are going through, case
managers can help them to become more involved in their case,
and to participate in ensuring that all relevant information and
available evidence is submitted.40

Providing support during the asylum process can mean better
outcomes once people receive decisions on their claims, too. So,
people who receive this support and subsequently receive a positive
decision are often in a much better position to get on with their lives
in the country where they have been granted asylum. In this way, case
management can improve social inclusion outcomes for refugees.43
For those who are refused asylum, the provision of structured support
can mean they are more able to think through and make an informed
decision about their possible options. We explore this in more detail
in the following section.

The relationship of trust that develops between the case manager and
the person going through the system can also mean they disclose
information that may be crucial to their asylum claim, but which,
in a less supportive system, they might have kept to themselves.41
Importantly, in the key worker pilot for families in the UK, this was
found to have gendered dimensions.

How does support and engagement
reduce the use of detention?

The pilot’s evaluation noted instances in which women participating
only felt able to disclose their previous experiences of violence and
abuse, which were critical to their asylum claims, to their female
key workers, with whom they had established relationships and built
rapport and trust. The evaluation explained that these women had felt
unable to reveal this information to the Home Office case owners, or
their solicitors, but that “having a female key worker who visited them
in their home and was interested in asking questions about them
helped them gain enough confidence to ‘take the plunge’.”42
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Asylum systems based on support and engagement aim to resolve
cases, including those where claims have been refused, while people
remain in the community, without the use of enforcement and detention.
As highlighted earlier, an important element of case management
is preparing those going through the asylum system for all possible
outcomes, including a refusal of their case. This can help people to
have more realistic expectations. If they are ultimately refused, their
case manager can then help them to understand why this is, and
explain what further options are available to them. The relationship
with the case manager is key here: it is crucial that those going
through the asylum process have someone to speak to whom they
see as separate to the system, and feel they can trust.44

By helping them to have realistic expectations, and understand why
their claim has not been accepted, case managers can prepare and
support those who are refused to think through all options available
to them, including the possibility of return to their country of origin
through voluntary programmes. Discussing these issues is inevitably
difficult, but support provided during the process can mean people
who are refused feel more able to have these discussions, and
consider their possible options.45
Research has also highlighted that keeping people informed about
their cases, and supporting them to participate in immigration and
asylum processes, helps them to feel they have been through a
legitimate system and had a fair hearing. Building this trust and
transparency means that, if someone’s claim is refused, they are
more likely to understand this decision.46
In Sweden, the use of support and engagement in the asylum process
means that, where people are refused asylum and are required
to leave the country, case resolution very often happens in the
community, without the use of enforcement or detention. Between
two-thirds to three-quarters of those required to leave the country do
so through voluntary programmes.47
Overall, Sweden has capacity to detain just 255 people at a time.48
This is in striking contrast to the UK, where around 3,000 people are
in detention at any one time.49 Indeed, across 2015, Sweden detained
about 3,500 people;50 in the same year, approximately 32,400 people
– almost ten times this amount – were held in detention in the UK.51
It is important to highlight, too, that these lower numbers are not
related to Sweden having fewer asylum applications compared with
the UK; in fact, it has been dealing with much higher numbers of
asylum applications.52

Key issues for engagement-based
asylum systems
Compliance and cost
Research evidence from many different countries shows high
levels of compliance and very low levels of absconding for
community-based programmes. This includes programmes
working with people whose cases have been refused and who
are required to leave the country, who remain in the community
until they depart.53 Key to high levels of compliance is trust in
the system people are going through, which is promoted by the
emphasis on support and engagement that is at the heart of the
case management approach.
Research evidence also demonstrates that community-based
programmes have much lower operational costs than detention
centres. Engagement-based approaches also cost less because
they have significantly higher rates of voluntary return, which is
less expensive than forced deportations; and because reducing
the use of detention can also mean fewer cases of unlawful
detention, and so reductions in the amount of compensation
paid as a result of this.54 Between 2011 and 2014, for instance,
the UK government paid almost £15 million in compensation
following claims for unlawful detention.55
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Implementing engagement-based systems
effectively
� This type of approach is most effective when support is

provided all the way through. In the key worker pilots run by
Refugee Action, some single people and families were only
referred to receive support after their main asylum interview had
taken place. The evaluations of the pilots pointed to the negative
impact of this, highlighting that in some instances it had worked
against the development of a relationship of trust between
the key worker and those going through the process.56 The
evaluations of the Millbank and Glasgow pilots, which were run
in the late 2000s for families refused asylum, also highlighted
the problems that can occur when support and engagement
only happens at the tail end of the process.57

� It is also most effective when, if someone’s case is refused,

all options available to them including other avenues for
remaining in the country legally are considered.58 This helps
to ensure that people feel they are going through a fair and
legitimate process, in which their case to remain in the country
has been fully heard and considered.

� Ensuring the basic needs of those going through the system

is crucial. We highlighted earlier that the women we spoke
to about their experiences of the UK asylum process pointed
to the poor accommodation and inadequate level of financial
support provided, as well as the restriction on the right to work.
Research evidence actually shows that making sure people have
decent housing and adequate financial support helps to ensure
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compliance with immigration and asylum processes. Ensuring
that the basic needs of migrants and asylum seekers are met
is also associated with higher rates of voluntary departure.59
There is no evidence to show, conversely, that making people
homeless and cutting off their financial support – as currently
happens in the UK to many of those who have been refused
asylum – ‘incentivises’ people to leave the UK.

� Ensuring access to good quality legal advice and representation
is also essential. We highlighted in the first section of the
report that some women had experienced problems with their
solicitors, including finding it difficult to get hold of them and
get updates on their case. Such problems need to be seen in
the context of significant cuts to legal aid, which have left legal
practitioners stretched and unable to dedicate the time and
resources needed for asylum cases.60 Ensuring that those going
through the asylum system have access to good quality legal
advice and representation is an important part of helping them
to understand the process they are going through, and fostering
trust in it.61 It also helps to promote good decision-making (see
below) and timely and efficient case resolution.62

� Ensuring good decision-making is critical. It is vital that those

who are in need of protection are recognised as refugees and
given refugee status. We highlighted earlier the concerns of the
women we spoke to about the Home Office culture of disbelief;
indeed, around a third of appeals by asylum-seeking women
against Home Office refusals of their cases are successful.63
As explained earlier, asylum systems based on support and
engagement can help to ensure good quality decision-making,
and that decision-makers get it right first time.

Areas of success to build on in the UK:
The Family Returns Process
While case management is not currently used in the UK asylum
process, a more engagement-focused approach is being used in
some sections of the asylum system, with real success.
The Family Returns Process, which was introduced in 2011 following
the Coalition government’s pledge to end the use of detention for
children, uses engagement to help resolve the cases of families
who have been refused asylum. It operates in the following way.
First, a ‘family return conference’ is held with the family, to discuss
the option of voluntary return and any barriers to return, such as
medical or family welfare issues. Two weeks later, there is a ‘family
departure meeting’, to discuss the family’s views about their
options. If the family do not then decide to take voluntary return,
they are given two weeks’ notice of a ‘required return’. This means
their return is arranged by the Home Office but they make their
own way to the airport, and their return takes place without the use
of enforcement.
It is only if these attempts to resolve the family’s case are
unsuccessful that enforcement can then be used. If the family

does not comply with the required return, the Home Office draws
up a plan for their ‘ensured return’; this plan is referred to the
Independent Family Returns Panel, whose membership includes
health and child welfare experts, and who can recommend that
changes to the plan are made. As a last resort, detention may be
used, but only with the approval of the Panel. Detention can be for
up to 72 hours, or up to a week with ministerial approval.64
Under the Family Returns Process, the number of children
detained in the UK has fallen dramatically. In 2009, for instance,
1,119 children were held in detention;65 in the year ending
September 2016, by contrast, 93 children were detained.66 The
most recent report of the Family Returns Panel also highlights that,
between 2014-16, 97% of families routed into the process who
subsequently returned to their countries of origin did so without
the use of enforcement or detention.67
The Family Returns Process does not, as Detention Action
has highlighted, “correspond to international good practice
in alternatives to detention.” But as they also point out, this
approach to families who have been refused asylum nevertheless
“demonstrates that engaging in a structured way with migrants in
the returns process can reduce the need for detention”.68 This is a
vital lesson that could be the basis for further reform in the UK.
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Women’s views on support and
engagement in the asylum system
Following the first set of workshops we ran with women, to find
out what a better asylum system looks like to them, we ran three
further workshops, involving 52 women. We ran these in London
and Birmingham.69 In these workshops, we talked to the women
participating about engagement-based systems and the case
management approach, and asked what they thought of this.
This included talking about what happens in engagement-based
systems when people are refused asylum. So, we set out that in this
type of system, people are supported to discuss and think through
their options, including the possibility of voluntary return, and that
the aim is to resolve people’s cases in the community. We explained
that in Sweden, where they use this type of approach, the majority
of people refused asylum who subsequently leave the country do so
through voluntary programmes, and this is why detention is used on a
much more sparing basis than in the UK.
Before running these workshops, we considered at length whether
it was necessary to broach this subject with the women we were
speaking to, many of whom did not have refugee status and so were
still going through the uncertainty and anxiety of the asylum process.
In the end, we felt that in order to find out about women’s opinions
on this different type of approach, it was important to be upfront and
honest about the system as a whole.
Before each workshop, we made it clear that we were going to be
talking about what happens when people are refused asylum. We
also said that we understood some women may not want to discuss
this, and emphasised that they didn’t have to participate in this part
of the workshop and could leave at any point. Understandably, some
women didn’t want to discuss these issues; however, some did, and
we include our findings from these discussions here.
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‘Support is a good idea’: What women think of
possible reforms
In line with the first set of workshops we ran, where the need for
support came through strongly, the women we spoke to about
engagement-based systems and the case management approach
were unanimously positive about the idea of structured support
during the asylum process.
Some women were particularly interested in the role of case
managers in helping people to understand the process they are
going through, and supporting them to participate in their case.
One woman explained: “That would be very, very important for
asylum seekers. When she comes to a land she doesn’t know, she
needs that support in the asylum system from the very beginning.”
Another said: “Someone who explains things from the start will make
things easier – you will understand more.”
Women also felt that the emotional support offered by case
managers, to help people cope with the uncertainty and anxiety of
going through the asylum process, is important. One woman said
that, if she had received support through the asylum process, “I think I
would not be having this depression, because I would have someone
to help me on this journey.” Another said that women going through
the asylum system “can have depression, stress, madness. They don’t
know where to go, or who do I speak to? Who will help me? Support
is a good idea.”

“When she comes to a land she
doesn’t know, she needs that
support in the asylum system
from the very beginning.”
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“Support sounds amazing,
because that’s what we
lack. I’m struggling with
so many things.”
Some women thought that the practical support provided by case
managers would be particularly useful. One woman explained: “Support
sounds amazing, because that’s what we lack. I’m struggling with so
many things at the moment, so I think it sounds like a good thing.”
Several women also felt that having someone to act as a liaison
between them and immigration, and to ensure that decision-makers
have all the information they need to make a good decision, would be
very helpful. One woman remarked: “They can help the immigration
authorities to understand who they are dealing with, the background
of a person and the problems they are facing.”
In one of the workshops, although we had not specifically asked
women whether they thought they would feel more comfortable
talking about previous experiences of violence and abuse with
someone they had built a relationship with, one woman said that she
thought this type of approach would help disclosure, and pointed to
the gendered dimensions of this:
“The Home Office should know that me, as a woman, I will not
say ‘I was raped’ if you talk to me; I will not say ‘I was raped’. No,
no, no. Because I will want to first get your trust. If I get your trust
then I will open up a bit, but not all at once, just a bit, a little bit.
And certain people who are patient, they will know how to treat
those people, they will know how to treat those cases.”
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‘At least they will be preparing you’:
Hard choices in the asylum process
During the discussions we had about what happens in engagementbased systems when people are refused asylum, the women who
participated identified several elements that they felt were preferable
to the UK approach to people who are refused.

“If you have someone who is
walking with you, even if you
are refused, at least they will
be preparing you”.
Several women responded positively to the idea of supporting
people to prepare for all possible outcomes, including a refusal,
and suggested that this would be helpful. One woman said:
“Sometimes when I go out, I come back, I check my letters, and if it is
a brown envelope, I think it is from the Home Office; my mind starts
pounding, because you don’t know what is in there. So at least with
some support, it won’t be a surprise for you, it won’t be a shock.”
Another woman explained:
“I think support is a good thing, because you have someone
who is working along with you, trying to explain to you what is
happening. I think it will help women, especially those who are
going through a tough type of waiting, and are in depression
– so many asylum seekers are depressed. And if you have
someone who is walking with you, even if you are refused, at
least they will be preparing you that they can refuse you. I think
it’s a good idea.”
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“Every time you’re going to
report, you don’t know if
you’re coming back or not”.
Some women contrasted this type of approach, and supporting
people to think through their options if their claim is refused, with
the apparently arbitrary way the UK asylum system operates. They
highlighted that following a refusal, you can be reporting regularly to
the Home Office as required and attending all your appointments, but
then you are suddenly detained.
One woman emphasised the inscrutability of the UK system as she
explained “every time you’re going to report, you don’t know if you’re
coming back or not”. Another woman added that the uncertainty
of this “makes you crazy, it makes you depressed”. Several women
suggested that this type of approach can actually reduce compliance
with the asylum system, because if people are worried they are going
to be locked up, they may feel it is better to stop reporting altogether.
Some women said that when supporting people to think about the
options available to them if they have been refused, barriers to
voluntary return need to be addressed. In particular, several women
explained that being given permission to work, and so being able to
save some money, would make it easier for those who are refused
to return to the country they have come from.70 One woman said:
“If somebody came because of war, but maybe now things have
changed, if they can work then maybe they have some little savings,
and they feel secure to go home and start something.” Another said:
“If you have some money, rather than staying here, wasting time and
age, you can go home, start on a new life.”

It is important to highlight that some women did not view the approach
of engagement-based systems as more positive, because they still
require some people to return to their countries of origin. A number
of women we spoke to were also very clear that using detention on a
much more sparing basis, as happens in Sweden, is not good enough
– they emphasised that detention should not be used at all.
Some women, however, said that they felt a significant reduction in
the use of detention in the UK would be an important step forward.
Alongside this, some also said that although engagement-based systems
still refuse asylum claims and require people to leave the country,
working to resolve cases in the community is a better approach, overall,
than the UK asylum system. One woman put it simply: “It’s better to
be out than to be in detention. This system is good.” Another said:
“I know you can seek asylum and then you will be refused, but
if you have someone to help you or hear what you are saying,
even if you are refused, I think the process you are talking about
will help us and the minds of people will be more relaxed. It’s a
good idea, I like it.”
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3.

Recommendations
for change
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In this final section of the report, we set out seven recommendations for
change to the government and the Home Office, across two key areas.
Our first three recommendations are steps the government and the
Home Office should take to work towards an asylum system which
resolves cases without the use of detention. We then set out a further
four recommendations, which the government and the Home Office
should adopt to ensure their current programme of detention reform
is implemented effectively.

An asylum system based on support
and engagement
Alongside the detention reforms the government has promised to
implement (see recommendations on this below), it needs a bigger,
more ambitious vision. It needs to develop a strategy that moves away
from detention as a routine part of asylum policy.
We recognise that the wider vision of reform we set out in this report,
of an asylum system that provides structured support to people as
they go through the asylum process and which focuses on engagement
as a way of resolving cases, is ambitious. However, it is achievable.
The government and the Home Office could start moving towards
this type of asylum system in three key ways:

� Listen to those who have experience of the asylum system
As highlighted earlier, in recent years areas such as mental health
support, drug and alcohol treatment and the criminal justice system
have focused increasingly on the experiences of ‘service users’, and
government departments and agencies have sought to ensure that
their views and opinions are reflected in the design and delivery of
these services.
The Home Office should learn from this, and seek out and listen to
the views and opinions of those who have experience of the asylum
process, in order to build a system that is dignified and humane,
and gives each individual the chance of a fair hearing.

� Work with the voluntary sector to implement pilots that move

away from detention and are based on support and engagement
These pilots would not function as ‘proof of concept’ – as we
have highlighted, there is a wealth of international evidence
demonstrating that immigration and asylum systems based on
support and engagement work. Rather, they would help the
government and the Home Office to understand how this type of
approach can function most effectively in the context of the UK.
The key worker pilots, run by Refugee Action and part-funded by
the Home Office, demonstrated the strength of the voluntary sector
in providing case management support, and its ability to build trust
with those seeking asylum, which is crucial for this type of approach.
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In the context of the wider immigration system, Detention Action’s
ongoing Community Support Project with young men who have
been through the criminal justice system also highlights the
importance of the voluntary sector in implementing a successful
case management approach.71 The Home Office therefore needs
to work closely with the voluntary sector, and draw on its strengths
and expertise, in developing and implementing these pilots.
The vulnerability of women seeking asylum, and the particular
harms they experience in detention, make them a suitable group
for a pilot. As we have highlighted, as well as reducing the use
of enforcement and detention, evidence also suggests that an
approach based on support and engagement may help to address
the significant barriers survivors of sexual or other gender-based
violence face in disclosing their experiences of persecution.

� Implement an overall strategy to move away from immigration
detention

While the government has set out its expectation that reforms
such as the adults at risk policy will reduce the number of people
in detention overall, it hasn’t yet developed a clear and coherent
strategy to ensure that this is achieved.
In consultation with key stakeholders, including voluntary sector
organisations and those who have experienced detention, the
Home Office should develop, publish and implement a strategy
for significantly reducing the use of immigration detention in the
UK. A core element of this strategy should be the implementation
of support and engagement-based approaches for those going
through the asylum system.
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Implementing detention reform
At the beginning of this report, we explained the reforms that the
government has recently introduced, through which it expects to
reduce the number of people in immigration detention.
We welcome this commitment to reduce detention through
incremental reform. However, more needs to be done to ensure
that these reforms are transparent and effective, and result in
genuine change. Within its current programme of reform, the
government and the Home Office need to take the following steps:

� Implement the time limit on detaining pregnant women
transparently

Since the introduction of the 72-hour time limit on the detention
of pregnant women in July 2016, the Home Office has resisted
repeated calls to actively publish statistics on the detention of
pregnant women,72 and has also made it very difficult to access
this information through Freedom of Information requests.73
We welcome the government’s commitment to end the routine
detention of pregnant women. However, in order for the effectiveness
of the new time limit in achieving this to be scrutinised, it is
essential that statistics on its operation are made publicly available.
These statistics should include the numbers of pregnant women
detained, and outcomes for these women – whether they are
removed from the UK, or released back into the community.

Since the Coalition government’s pledge in 2010 to end the
detention of children, figures published as part of the Home Office’s
quarterly immigration statistics have been crucial for monitoring the
effectiveness of the Family Returns Process in achieving this. There
is no sound reason why the Home Office cannot, similarly, regularly
publish statistics on the detention of pregnant women, to ensure
that the new policy is operating as it should.

� Implement the new adults at risk policy to end the detention of
survivors of sexual and gender-based violence

The new adults at risk policy, introduced from September 2016, sets
out a clear presumption against the use of detention for vulnerable
adults, including survivors of sexual and other-gender based violence.
The Home Office has said that through this new policy, it expects to
see a reduction in the number of vulnerable people detained.

This provision now forms part of the Immigration Act 2016. However,
the government has not given a specific date for its implementation.
Given that the Act became law in May 2016, the automatic judicial
oversight provision needs to be implemented immediately.

� Introduce a 28-day time limit on immigration detention
The indefinite nature of immigration detention in the UK exacerbates
the harms of being locked up, as people simply have no idea of
when they will be released. The introduction of a time limit has
cross-party Parliamentary support, and has also been called for by
monitoring bodies including HM Inspectorate of Prisons and the
National Preventive Mechanism. The UK remains the only country
in Europe without a time limit on immigration detention. A 28-day
limit, as recommended by the Parliamentary inquiry into detention,
should be introduced.

However, it has not yet explained how it plans to monitor the
implementation of this policy, and how it will know that the
policy is achieving its aim.
The Home Office needs to develop a clear mechanism for monitoring
the adults at risk policy. It should also make statistics collected through
this publicly available, including how many survivors of sexual and
other gender-based violence are being detained under the new policy.

� Implement the automatic judicial oversight of detention
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During the passage of the Immigration Bill 2015-16, the government
introduced a provision to ensure that an automatic bail hearing is
required if someone has been in detention for four months, and has
not already made an application for immigration bail.
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Our partners
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Women Asylum Seekers Together Manchester

London Refugee Women’s Forum

is a charity led by women seeking asylum which was founded 12 years
ago. WAST aims to empower its members and together they build
one another’s capacity, both practically and emotionally, for recovery
from the gender-based violence they experienced in their country
of origin, and for survival in the UK asylum system. The women-only,
secure, non-judgemental, secular and accessible space that WAST
women have created is central to their safety and wellbeing.

is a group of refugee women who campaign and advocate
for the rights of refugee and asylum-seeking women.
Members of the group come from diverse backgrounds,
including Afghanistan, Iran, Sudan, Eritrea and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, and many of them
campaigned on women’s issues in their home countries
before they became refugees in the UK. Their campaigning
work in the UK includes public speaking as well as telling
their stories of migration through performances, using
poetry and songs. Recently they performed their ‘Set Her
Free’ poem at Refugee Week events in 2016 and the
Women’s March on London in January 2017. Currently
the Forum has a weekly drama session, hosted by the
Southbank Centre, where they meet to develop their
writing and performing skills and to support one another.

At WAST Manchester women share experiences, support one another,
have a voice and are valued. WAST group activities – such as the choir,
dance, English classes, information workshops and food bank, as well
as support groups and drop-ins – aim to improve women’s physical
and mental health, and help them to learn about their rights and
build their confidence. Specialist advocacy and advice volunteers and
agencies who visit WAST also help to break down barriers women
face in accessing services, especially women’s safety and immigration
services. At WAST women are given the support and resources to
have their voice heard and gain the confidence to speak out both
within the group, and to the wider public. They campaign and raise
awareness about the injustices they face as they experience the
realities of the asylum system.

Hope Projects, Birmingham
is a Birmingham-based charity offering housing for 27 destitute
asylum seekers in one of their nine houses; money for food and
basic essentials for over 60 people per week with no other means of
support; and legal advice and representation to Hope residents made
destitute through flawed refusals of asylum, who are unable to access
legal aid. In addition, Hope runs two volunteer-led peer support
groups, the Hope Women’s Group and the Migrants Union, which aim
to empower and build wellbeing.

Women Asylum Seekers Together London
is an open and inclusive group of women who have come to
the UK seeking sanctuary from persecution. It is a self-help
group that runs projects and programmes based on the
needs of WAST members. Currently there are English
classes, a group for mothers and toddlers, and yoga
classes. Women at WAST also participate in other shorter
courses, including employability, IT and campaigning,
designed to increase their skills and confidence. They
contribute hugely to the campaigning and research work
that Women for Refugee Women does. Above all, WAST
provides a warm, friendly space to meet, chat, learn and
share for refugee and asylum-seeking women in London.
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I think the whole system
is designed to push you to
the edge. All we did was
flee our own countries
because of problems, but
they don’t treat us like
human beings at all.

Every year, around 2,000 women who have come to the UK to seek
asylum are locked up in immigration detention. Many of these
women are survivors of rape or other gender-based violence,
and detention is traumatic for them. Their detention is also often
pointless, as the majority are not removed from the UK, but released
to continue with their cases.
This can’t, and doesn’t have to, continue. This report sets out a vision
of a different type of asylum system: one that focuses on providing
support to and engaging constructively with people seeking asylum,
and which works to resolve their cases in the community, without the
use of detention.
The report draws on specific, practical examples of the use of support
and engagement in the asylum process, to show what a different
type of asylum system might look like. It is also rooted in the views
and opinions of women who have experience of the UK asylum
system. The voices of asylum-seeking and refugee women must now
be heard, in order to build an asylum system that is dignified and
humane, and gives each individual the chance of a fair hearing.
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